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Abstract
Purpose of study- The citizens of Gjakova city in Kosovo are known for their adequate
expression through metaphor, chasing or "soften" aggravating names or words complimentary
accounts of them doing euphemistic labels. As linguistic phenomenon known euphemisms are
closely related to the tradition and culture of a country, a city or village. There are differences
between the euphemistic words (from the old to the new one), from different points of human
life, different professions, different education, age, sex, social class etc. All of these will be listed
in alphabetical order. Methods- The methods we have used in the treatment of our case have
been supported on the work and the survey, observation and interpretation. We tried to bring a
clearer picture of speaking variation reports, in our case of Albanian speaking language, always
when we deal with the extension of standard language in Gjakova town. The method of research
and interpretation is the most predominant method in this survey, while an important place in the
treatment of this topic is given to methods of surveying / questionnaire about the extent of the
standard language in Gjakova town. We have done a comparison of standard Albanian language
examination and other languages situations as well, which have a longer tradition of standard
language, furthermore countries that have similar development situations with the Albanian
standard language. Treatment of this issue is of particular significance at a time when scientific
and other related debates to standard languages, place and its acceptability in the Albanianspeaking aerial are being developed. Continuously, this importance grows up with the
examination and treatment of the discourse of this area, and much dialectological data are
missing compared with other dialects of the Kosovo areas .This review may create a clearer idea
regarding the fundamental differences of standard Albanian language extension with spoken
Albanian language in Gjakova, specifically in the case of Albanian language, and based on our
judgment it could give any other valuable orientation for additional development of standard
language and building relation between Albanian standard language with other Albanian
variation dialects.
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